
 
 

 

AUTO ENROLMENT 

ADJUSTING YOUR PAYROLL SYSTEM 

 
 
 
 

Once you’ve assessed your workers and identified those that should be automatically enrolled, you will 
need to consider the adjustments you need to make to your payroll system.  

 
As there are a number of payroll system providers, your Implementation Manager will be unable to 
support you with questions regarding your specific payroll system and you should therefore refer any 
queries regarding this to your payroll provider support. 
 
There are however, a number of key things you may wish to consider. 

 
Will Royal London calculate the exact contributions I need to deduct? 

 

No – these calculations should be carried out on your payroll system. Royal London will confirm the 
percentages only. 

 

Am I using salary exchange? 
 

If you are then you will adjust your payroll to reflect the salary being exchanged before tax and 
national insurance are deducted. You can find out more about salary exchange here.  If you are using 
salary exchange then you will submit your contribution as an employer only amount. 

 
If you are not using a salary exchange agreement then contributions should be deducted each 
pay day on a net from net pay basis 

 

For standard income tax relief, you will deduct the net member contribution after tax and national 
insurance have been deducted and pay this to Royal London along with your employer contribution.  
 
With a standard tax rate (currently 20%), for each £100 gross employee contribution, the actual 
amount you deduct and pay to Royal London is £80. Royal London will recover the balance of £20 
from HMRC for every £80 of member contribution paid to Royal London and credit a total sum of 
£100 to the employee’s policy. 
 
Should the employee be in a higher tax regime the employee will claim the balance of the tax relief 
through self- assessment.   
 
An example of the calculation may help understand this. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Employer contribution - 1%    
Worker Contribution - 1% 
Pay - £1,500 
Basic rate tax (BRT) - 20% 
 
Employer contribution 
£1,500 x 1% = £15 paid to Royal London 
 
Worker contribution 
£1,500 x  1% x 0.80 (100-20/100) ie allow for BRT= £12 paid to Royal London 

 

http://employer.royallondon.com/globalassets/docs/shared/auto-enrolment/14tn0170-salary-exchange-factsheet.pdf


 
 

Your payroll provider may ask for additional information. We’ve detailed some frequently asked 
questions below. 
 

Question Answer 
Is this a qualifying scheme? Yes. If the scheme is being set up for automatic 

enrolment and meets the requirements set out by 
the Pensions Regulator then is should be marked 
as a qualifying scheme. 

Are the worker and employer contributions based 
on a fixed amount or a percentage of salary?   

Percentage of salary 

What is the scheme reference number? This is policy number commencing RGPxxxxx. 
Your Implementation Manager will supply you 
with this. 

What are the bank account details for Royal 
London? 

These are not required as you will use a flexible 
direct debit to pay your contributions to Royal 
London. 

What type of pension scheme is being set up? Your scheme will most likely be set up as a Group 
Personal Pension (GPP) 

Is the scheme set up using qualifying earnings? You should only set the scheme up if you are using 
qualifying earnings as the definition of 
pensionable pay. Do not select this if All Earnings 
or Basic pay are used as the pensionable 
definition. 

 
 
Making contributions 

 

Remember that you need to pay over your contributions to Royal London on a monthly basis and must 
be completed by 22nd of the month following the deductions.  
 
Your Implementation Manager will have provided you with a template which you will need to use. 
Alternatively, you can ask your payroll to provide this to you.  
 
If you have more than one payday within that month you will need to ensure you can accumulate this 
information ready for the one upload which will then trigger the collection of the direct debit.  
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